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Content Warning: This guide, and the resources it links to, discuss police racism, the
disproportionate impact of policing on racialised communities, and deaths in custody.
Please see the Supporting Each Other section for suggestions on accessing
emotional support.
Writing Process Transparency: This guide was written and edited quickly by white
members of SCALP in the run up to COP26 with the aim of providing additional
support and information to racialised individuals and communities at a time of
heightened policing for both protesters and local people alike. We do not claim to be
authorities on this topic, nor speak from first-hand experience, and for that reason
have stuck to repeating factual information in the public domain. We have ambitions
in 2022 of increasing our offering of policing-related resources for racialised
communities by working closely with affected communities to ensure this is done
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effectively and accurately. If you would like to help with this work we would really
appreciate hearing from you. Please contact activists_legal@protonmail.com.
A note on terms: We have chosen to use the phrase ‘racialised communities’ to
reflect the fact that ethnic, racial and cultural communities who are in the minority
have been racialised. White-majority systems have categorised groups according to
the colour of their skin or other cultural or religious features, and in doing so have
‘othered’ and marginalised them. We have also chosen to capitalise the word ‘White’,
in line with Black University of Chicago sociologist Eve Ewing, who wrote that
whiteness “is a specific social category that confers identifiable and measurable
social benefits”.
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Introduction
This guide is for racialised communities and their accomplices and shares
information about legal rights when interacting with Police Scotland and Immigration
Enforcement, how institutional racism may manifest and what you can do to
challenge it. For more general guidance see SCALP’s Guide to Activism, Scots Law
and the Police as all of the general Know Your Rights information in that guide
applies regardless of your identity. There are also many other guides and resources
on the SCALP website.
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SCALP currently has limited information about how Police Scotland’s institutional
racism affects racialised communities in practice, beyond a few high profile cases
and recent independent reviews, as well as some lived experience that activists and
organisers have shared over the years. We usually compile our guides by comparing
what Police Scotland should do, based on their Standard Operating Procedures
(codes of practice) with what activists and community members actually experience
in practice out on the streets. However, this guide is limited by the fact that very few
of Police Scotland’s Standard Operating Procedures relate explicitly to the policing of
racialised communities, beyond the Equality Act 2010 and a generalised Equality,
Diversity & Dignity Standard Operating Procedure. We would also like to understand
more of racialised communities’ experiences of policing in Scotland to be able to
build a more complete picture of the impact of Police Scotland’s institutional racism.
We acknowledge that this warrants properly resourced further research, led by,
where appropriate, and in collaboration with racialised communities who are most
impacted, with appropriate collective care and support structures in place to
acknowledge the emotional impact of sharing experiences of police racism and
violence. We hope that in future this will enable SCALP to share accurate lived
experience of how policing of racialised communities is happening in practice. As a
placeholder, this Guide offers a brief explanation of policing of racialised
communities in Scotland so that people can be more prepared for what they, and
their peers, may face.

Racial Discrimination and Complaints Against the Police
Experiencing racial discrimination at the hands of the police is unfortunately all too
common. Racialised communities in Scotland are more heavily policed, more
frequently stopped and searched, and more likely to be subject to violent or abusive
attitudes or behaviour from Police Scotland. Manifestations of this institutional racism
can be anywhere on a spectrum from dismissive to overtly violent.
Scotland has a different criminal legal system than the rest of the UK but racialised
communities have specific rights to be treated without discrimination under The
Equality Act 2010 which is applicable across the UK. Black Protest Legal Support’s
article Institutional Racism: what racial discrimination by the police looks like, and
what to do about it explains what racial discrimination is from a legal perspective,
what it might look like from the police, and what you can do after experiencing it. The
article details the legal definition of direct and indirect discrimination, as well as
harrassment and victimisation, under the Equality Act 2010.
If you believe that you have experienced racial discrimination then it is possible to
make a complaint against Police Scotland. Unfortunately the complaints process
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against police is rarely successful and can be very time consuming and
demoralising. While it is one of several mechanisms to challenge police power, if you
do not wish to receive attention from police or immigration enforcement, we do not
recommend making a complaint.
You can find more information about how to make a complaint through Citizens
Advice Scotland. If you are making a complaint about an incident that happened
when SCALP Legal Observers were present then get in touch with SCALP by email
so that we can check if we have any witness accounts to support your case:
activists_legal@protonmail.com.

Supporting Each Other
Experiencing and witnessing racism can be traumatic, disempowering and harmful.
Layered with the powerlessness that can sometimes linger after interactions with the
police, arrest and the criminal legal system, these experiences of racism can have a
huge impact. It is vital that we do what we can to support each other during and after
such incidents.
In Scotland, racialised communities are woefully under-supported by organisations
working with psycho-emotional health, such as support groups and counselling
services. However, there are a couple of dedicated services / networks that support
racialised people.
● Intercultural Youth Scotland is Scotland’s charity for young Black and People
of Colour (BPoC) youth who offer a free specialised mental health service. If
you need to refer yourself or someone you know (with their consent) to this
service, you can use their referral form.
● The Black, African and Asian Therapy Network (UK-wide) has a directory of
therapists who can offer one to one support.
Scotland has a long history of anti-racist action, including community self-defence
and active grassroots organising and campaigning led by directly affected
communities. Some people may find it supportive to learn more about this history
including immigration raid resistance such as Brand Street Blockades, The Glasgow
Girls and Kenmure Street, protests to shut down Dungavel detention centre, and The
Lothian Black Forum and Anti-Racist Protests in Edinburgh, 1989-1992.

Institutional Racism in Police Scotland
Unfortunately, racial discrimination is prevalent in Police Scotland. The Independent
Review of Complaints Handling, Investigations and Misconduct Issues in Relation to
Policing in Scotland, released in November 2020 concluded that a machismo
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"canteen culture" within the force contributes to a "racist, misogynistic or emotionally
damaging environment".
This institutional racism means that racialised communities may be subjected to
harsher treatment, racist abuse and discrimination when encountering Police
Scotland, be that in the community or when attending actions, protests and
demonstrations.
The Scottish Government’s own figures show that in 2019 - 2020 the incarceration
rate for people who identify as African, Caribbean or Black, or from Other ethnic
groups, remains significantly higher than for people who identify as White.

Lived Experience of Racist Policing
Complaints about racism go under-reported due to, among others reasons, concerns
about gas-lighting, denialism, and a lack of consequences for perpetrators,
particularly when the perpetrators are members of the police. However, some
information about the impact of Police Scotland’s institutional racism on racialised
communities is available through Freedom of Information (FOI) requests, reports and
public inquiries and is shared below. We know that reports and FOIs can only show
us part of the picture, hence the need for more comprehensive research in future.
In March 2021, an FOI Request obtained a breakdown of how many Police Scotland
officers have been investigated, reprimanded or sacked for racist behaviour.
Between 2015 and 2020 there were 284 allegations of racial discrimination against
officers, with several of these allegations involving more than one officer. Only 9 of
these allegations led to formal or management action. These reports represent only
a fraction of actual incidents of racist discrimination.
More than 1,000 people have died in police custody in the UK over the past 30
years. In those deaths where restraint was a factor, the person was twice as likely to
be racialised. In Scotland, Sheku Bayoh, a Black man, partner, and father to 2
children was killed in police custody in Kirkcaldy on 3rd May 2015. A public inquiry
into the extent to which Sheku’s racialised identity was a factor in the violence with
which he was treated by police is ongoing. Sheku’s family have publicly criticised the
investigation into his death and affirm that racism played a part in how he was
treated.
Another FOI obtained how many use of force incidents occurred (enacted by Police
Scotland officers and staff) between 1st April 2020 and 31st March 2021, broken
down by ethnicity of the subject (self-defined). Of the 17,822 incidents, 389 were
against people of colour, with an increase in incidents of use of force year on year
against almost every racialised group.
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Legislation
Police Scotland is supposed to uphold the Equality Act 2010 which protects people
from discrimination based on ‘protected characteristics’, with ‘race, including colour,
nationality (including citizenship), ethnic or national origins’ listed.
Further, the Public Sector Equality Duty came into force in 2011. This legislation
emerged from the results of the public inquiry into the murder of Black teenager
Stephen Lawrence in 1993, which found the Metropolitan Police Service
'institutionally racist' in its investigation of the murder. Following the public inquiry,
public authorities across the UK became required by law to not only avoid
discrimination but also have 'due regard' to the need to:
● eliminate unlawful discrimination
● advance equality of opportunity
● foster good relations.
In 2012 Scottish Ministers made regulations that placed specific duties on Scottish
public bodies to help them meet the general duty. These are known as the Scottish
Specific Duties which explain that public authorities, like Police Scotland, are obliged
by law not only to eliminate unlawful discrimination on the basis of race and all other
‘protected characteristics’, but also to foster good relations with racialised
communites. Unfortunately it has been shown time and time again that Police
Scotland do not do this with racialised communities.
Police Scotland’s Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) outline how the police are
meant to behave and the SOP on Equality, Diversity & Dignity explicitly states that
Police Scotland does not tolerate any form of discrimination, victimisation, bullying or
harassment or impingement on an individual’s fundamental right to Human Rights,
against any member of the force or the public. Unfortunately we often see large
discrepancies between Police Scotland’s SOPs and police behaviour in our
communities.

Stop & Search
In 2018, the Scottish Government produced a 6-month Review of the Code of
Practice for Stop & Search in Scotland which states that ‘search rates per capita
appeared to be higher for non-white ethnic groups than for white people’.
You can read more about your rights when being stopped & searched in SCALP’s
Guide to Activism, Scots Law and the Police but here is some vital information that
you should know. For information about stop and search in relation to immigration,
see below.
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If You are Stopped & Searched
The police have no general right to search you, but there are important exceptions:
● If they have reasonable grounds to suspect you of possession of illegal drugs
(under the Misuse of Drugs Act);
● If you are being arrested;
● If you attend an event where consenting to a search is a condition of entry
e.g. at festival grounds or a sporting event.
A Section 60 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 gives police extra
powers to stop and search people in anticipation of violence. Actual violence is not
required: if a police Inspector believes that incidents involving violence are likely to
occur and it is necessary to do so to prevent their occurrence, they may give
authorisation to stop and search people and vehicles within a specified area for up to
24 hours.
If you are stopped and searched:
● You are not required to give the police any personal details or answer any of
their questions unless you are being arrested;
● You should say ‘No Comment’ to all questions to avoid incriminating yourself
or the people that you are with;
● If you are being arrested you only need to provide your name, address, date
of birth, place of birth and nationality. For more information about arrest
please see SCALP’s Guide to Activism, Scots Law and the Police.
According to Police Scotland’s Standard Operating Procedure on Stop & Search, if
you are stopped and searched you ‘should’ be asked to self-define your ethnicity.
You are under no obligation to do this, and if you refuse to do this, the police should
record that it was ‘not provided’ on their database. Police should not guess your
ethnicity although in practice we know that this does happen.
If you have been searched by the police they should give you a receipt with
information about the search. You should always ask for this as it can be helpful to
have the details of the search (e.g. time / date / officer numbers) if you choose to log
the search with SCALP or make a complaint against the police later on.

Stop & Search and Mobile Fingerprinting
If the police obtain your name during a stop and search, they will often run it past
Home Office immigration databases, as well as the Police National Computer
(UK-wide). If it comes back that you are suspected of committing a so-called
‘immigration offence’, the police will almost certainly arrest you. However, as outlined
above, you are NOT obliged to give your name under any stop and search power.
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As discussed in a Freedom News article, the police are stepping up their deployment
of mobile fingerprinting devices that automatically check a suspect’s prints against
criminal and immigration records. While the police do use these devices during
regular stop and searches, they should take your fingerprints ONLY if they have
reason to suspect you have committed an offence (i.e. they have grounds to arrest
you) AND they have reason to doubt that you have provided your real name and
address. If you are merely questioned or searched, you DO NOT have to provide
your fingerprints.

Witnessing Stop & Search
If you witness a stop and search, the following recommendations apply regardless of
the identity of the individual being stopped, but are particularly important if the
person being stopped is from a racialised group given the institutional racism of
Police Scotland.
If you see police stopping someone else on the streets it can be supportive to:
● Stay nearby - don’t get too close or make the situation more aggravated;
● If you want to film the police then ask the person being stopped first and try to
only film the police and not the person being stopped, in order to avoid
incriminating them;
● If you can, talk to the person who was stopped afterwards to see if they need
any help or support;
● If the stop is being made by Immigration Enforcement see additional actions
below.

Immigration Enforcement
Immigration Enforcement is part
of a broader web of policing,
despite being formally ‘separate’
from Police Scotland.
Immigration Enforcement detain,
deport and surveill already
disproportionately policed
racialised communities, and
discriminate against individuals
based on their racialised identity
and official migration status.
Immigration law is not devolved
to the Scottish Government so
currently, the same Immigration legislation applies across the UK.
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The UK Border Force raids homes and workplaces frequently in major cities, and,
along with the police, regularly stop and question people who they suspect of being
what they call “illegal immigrants”. Often these forces have very little grounds to
suspect people of having no migration status, other than assumptions around
someone’s skin colour and language.
Immigration Enforcement and the police regularly take advantage of the fact that few
people know their rights in these kinds of situations. It is really important that this
knowledge of our rights is shared with racialised communities, regardless of their
actual migration status.
SCALP is grateful to the work of the The Unity Centre, No Evictions Network,
Anti-Raids Network and Freedom News in collating and distributing the following
information.

If you are stopped by Immigration Enforcement
If you are stopped by Immigration Enforcement and asked about your
migration status, you have the following rights:
– You DO NOT have to answer any questions.
– You DO NOT have to tell them your name or address.
– Tell them that you do not want to talk to them.
– Stay polite but confident.
– You can walk away.
– You do not have to give your fingerprints unless you are being arrested. For more
information about this see Stop & Search and Mobile Fingerprinting.
In line with the Equality Act, neither UK Border Force officers nor the police are
allowed to stop you just because of your racialised identity or because you were
speaking a language other than English; they need to have ‘reasonable grounds’ for
assuming you have committed an immigration offence. In reality, border agents and
police will regularly stop people without reasonable grounds. In either case, the
advice remains the same: don’t answer their questions, politely tell them you don’t
want to talk and walk away.

If immigration officers are attempting to raid your home or
workplace
– You DO NOT have to answer any of their questions or provide them with personal
details.
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– You DO NOT have to let them in – they can only come in if they have your consent,
a warrant or a letter signed by a Sheriff or Justice of the Peace. However, they do
not need permission or a warrant to enter a workplace licensed to sell alcohol or late
night food or drink (e.g. a take-away, off-license, pubs, bars and clubs etc).
– If they have a warrant, they can enter by force.
– You can ask ‘Am I being detained or am I free to go?’. If you are not under arrest,
you are free to leave (although they will make it hard to do so).
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If you are detained in Scotland, call The Unity Centre’s dedicated 24 hour
emergency phone line on 0141 427 7992, or Bail for Immigration Detainees on
020 7456 9750, (10-12 Monday to Thursday).

Defending the Rights of Others
If you see someone else being stopped or raided by immigration officers, or police
on immigration grounds, AND your legal status does not put you at risk, it is
recommended that you:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Immediately make the person aware that they do not have to answer
questions & that they can leave (if they are not under arrest).
If the person doubts you, advise them to ask the officer if it’s true –
immigration officers are meant to tell people this themselves before stopping
them.
Remind the officers of the law.
Film the officers involved in the incident, where possible asking the person
stopped for their permission. This may be useful in making a claim in the
event of an unlawful stop or arrest.
Share the details on your own social media, without identifying the people
being detained. If possible, ask for family and friends to join you, especially if
you are considering obstructing a raid and report the incident to The Unity
Centre and the No Evictions Network (details below).
Record the lapel numbers of the officers involved (these should be visible and
if they are not, ask the officers involved for their numbers).
Make other members of the public aware of what is happening.
Get witnesses’ contact details if the stop leads to an arrest or the person
wants to pursue it afterwards.
Attempt to pass on a phone number to the individual if you think the stop will
lead to arrest. Possible useful numbers include The Unity Centre’s dedicated
24 hour emergency phone line on 0141 427 7992, or Bail for Immigration
Detainees on 020 7456 9750, (10-12 Monday to Thursday).
Report the incident, including if you see an immigration enforcement van in an
area of the city, to The Unity Centre’s dedicated 24 hour emergency phone
line on 0141 427 7992, unitycentremedia@gmail.com, or by Facebook
messenger and Glasgow No Evictions Campaign, 07448 515094,
noevictionsnetwork@gmail.com, or by Facebook messenger.
Note that physically obstructing officers may put you at risk of arrest for
obstruction. Check SCALP’s Guide to Activism, Scots Law and the Police for
more information about arrest.

For more information, visit the Anti-Raids Network website.
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Resources
Black Protest Legal Support
SCALP’s Guide for Internationals
Policing and Racism by The Anti-Racist Educator (Scotland)
‘Britain Is Not Innocent’: A Network for Police Monitoring report on the policing of
Black Lives Matter protests in Britain’s towns and cities in 2020
Saheliya
Black Lives Matter Scotland
The Unity Centre
No Evictions Network
Edinburgh Anti-Raids
Anti-Raids Network

